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Abstract
With the increasing demand for a proper and efficient XML data storage, XML-Enabled Database (XEnDB) has emerged as
one of the popular solutions. It claims to combine the pros and limit the cons of the traditional Database Management Systems
(DBMS) and Native XML Database (NXD). In this paper, we focus on XML data update management in XEnDB. Our aim is to
preserve the conceptual semantic constraints and to avoid inconsistencies in XML data during update operations. In this current
era when XML data interchange mostly occurs in a commercial setting, it is highly critical that data exchanged be correct at all
times, and hence data integrity in XML data is paramount. To achieve our goal, we firstly classify different constraints in XML
documents. Secondly, we transform these constraints into XML Schema with embedded SQL annotations. Thirdly, we propose
a generic update methodology that utilizes the proposed schema. We then implement the method in one of the current XEnDB
products. Since XEnDB has a Relational Model as the underlying data model, our update method uses the SQL/XML as a standard
language. Finally, we also analyze the processing performance.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing importance of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) data interchange, the users have to make a
crucial decision regarding the repository choice. Many database users prefer to store their XML data in an established
database system (DBMS) such as Relational Database (RDB) [17,40], Object Oriented Database (OODB) [16,25]
or Object-Relational Database (ORDB) [24,41]. In these DBMSs, the XML data is restructured into their specific
storage unit, such as tables in RDB/ORDB and classes in OODB. Another group of users claim that an XML data
repository has to facilitate the tree-nature of XML data and the current DBMSs are not sufficient for this purpose,
and subsequently propose the use of Native XML Database (NXD) [21,29]. NXD are claimed to be built-from-scratch
[4,43] to meet the requirement of XML data. Since they are considerably in their infancy, NXD are not able to compete
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database users not willing to abandon years of investment and development in already established DBMS.
There has been a recent emergence of XML-Enabled Databases (XEnDB). XEnDB is a database that is built on
top of a well-established database to utilize its mature technology with some adjustments to facilitate XML, and is
subsequently an obvious choice for XML data storage due to the maturity of the underlying DBMS technology as
well. This database contains extensions for transferring data between XML documents and the data structures of their
underlying database [3]. Therefore, in this paper, we are focusing on the use of XEnDB as our underlying XML data
storage.
Many researchers have worked on the use of established DBMS for XML data storage [32,38]. Recently, we
have witnessed an increasing amount of research into the usage of NXD for an XML repository. On the other hand,
we cannot find many works on XEnDB storage, perhaps due to a missing general data model for XEnDB. Despite
the lack of this data model, ISO/ANSI has been working on a standard for XEnDB. This standard, which is called
SQL/XML [24], serves the same purpose as SQL, OQL or XQuery. Similar to these three languages, SQL/XML
provides capabilities to store and retrieve the data. However, like XQuery [45], SQL/XML does not provide the full
capability for data update. Therefore, in this paper we focus on data update using XEnDB.
Updating XML data is a research topic that is still in its infancy. Even in NXD, update has not been fully imple-
mented [4]. In addition, there is no guarantee that the updated document maintains its original conceptual constraints.
Not until recently have we found several works that are dedicated to preserving the constraints of an XML document
during update in NXD [33]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no work to date has investigated the preservation
constraint during XML update in XEnDB.
This fact is the motivation of our work. Without a constraints preservation mechanism, an updated XML data
can become invalid and will not conform to its original XML schema, which is the logical model that defines the
properties of the XML data, and consequently incur data inconsistency and redundancy [13]. As XML is now seen
as the foundation of e-commerce, it is crucial that some mechanisms be in place to avoid any data inconsistency and
redundancy during transactions [31].
The work presented in this paper is part of a larger project on XML update methodologies, which consists of three
stages. Stage one focuses on the update methodologies in an Object-Relational Database using different complex
types. Stage two focuses on the XML update methodologies in Native XML Database. This paper presents the results
of the final stage, the XML update methodologies in XML-Enabled Database. The results of the previous stages have
been reported in [34] and [33] for stages one and two respectively.
Our proposal in this paper follows the steps that can be grouped into three parts (see Fig. 1). The first part is the
transformation phase; the second part is the update mechanism phase; and the third part is the implementation and
evaluation phase.
Fig. 1. Our proposed work.
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into a logical model, which takes form as a schema. The result of this transformation will be adjusted with
SQL/XML components as the standard for XEnDB.
Phase 2: We propose XML Update methodologies that preserve various data constraints.
Phase 3: We then implement the constraints preservation and the update mechanism in a selected XEnDB product.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly provide a motivating example that shows
how XML constraint preservation is necessary. In this section we also summarize related works on XML Updates. In
Section 3, we provide an overview of our classification on XML constraints and how they are captured in a schema
for XEnDB. Next, in Section 4, we propose the update methodologies. We provide an analysis of the computational
complexities in Section 5. In Section 6, we present the case study that shows how the proposed methodologies are
implemented. Finally, we will conclude our work in Section 7.
2. Related work and motivation
2.1. Related work on XML update
XML update has become increasingly important due to fact that the usage of XML has shifted from being merely a
flexible publishing language to a data format. Many works have investigated the importance of efficient XML storage,
indexing and query processing [24,26,29]. However, it is widely known that update remains the weakness in many
XML databases [4,43].
It is very understandable that the XML communities expect the research initiative on XML update to come from the
XML main standard body, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The first draft of the requirement was released in
February 2005, and the latest draft was released in June 2005 [46]. Another work that has investigated the XML update
was done by XML DB Initiative [28]. This work was intended to propose an XML Update Language (XUpdate) that
could be used by any XML Database. Unfortunately, the work has been terminated without the conformance of all
XML communities.
Even though we have seen some attempts from the standardization body to unify the XML update process, most
existing works have put forward proposals based on the implementation environment.
2.1.1. XML update in database management systems (DBMS)
The advantages of using an established DBMS for XML storage is the full database capability. One of the ad-
vantages is full support for update processes. Different manipulation techniques have been implemented by DBMS
products and, once we store the XML in a DBMS, we should be able to utilize the update processes.
When people use established DBMS for XML storage, it is very likely that they expect to use the same language
for updating both the simple data and the XML data. This is possible since, during the storing process, the XML data
will be transformed into the underlying data format such as tables and classes. Some of the works that fall into this
category are [17,40] for RDBMS, [19] for OODBMS and [47] for ORDBMS.
XML update using the basic DBMS language is straightforward and, therefore, it is popular. However, there are
two issues in this option. First, the DBMS language is standardized to cater for a specific data format. For example,
SQL is developed to deal with tuples and tables. Even though we can use SQL, it does not exactly match the nature
of XML query language. Second, we have to deal with the transformation process during the storage. If the mapping
of XML into tuple or object is not correct, the update will not be optimal. Depending on the complexity of the XML
data, the transformation can be expensive and some of the XML semantic might be diminished.
Some works propose methods to translate XML query languages (and update for that matter) into basic query
languages such as SQL. These works seek to address the problem mentioned before, which is the different nature of
the XML query language and the basic DBMS query languages.
This option covers the expressive power of the XML query languages. Many proposals [1,10,11,23,45] have been
issued regarding the adjusted query languages. However, these are mostly discussed only within the research commu-
nity. In addition, none of them covers whole update operations or considers the constraint preservation. In addition,
the adjusted query languages are not standard languages, and thus, will be unlikely to gain support from the majority
of the XML community.
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In established DBMS, the update process is usually straightforward. Therefore, we cannot find many works that
consider discussing the issue. However, for NXD the XML update, it is still an open problem and provides no standard
that can be used as the guideline. There are several strategies for updating XML documents in NXD [4,43].
Many NXD products use their own proprietary update languages that will allow XML updating within the server.
They include Lore [18] and SODA [48]. Despite their update ability, the language is not a standard language that can
be accepted and used by the whole XML community. It is observed that more recent products no longer use proprietary
language. The conformance to standard XML query languages like XQuery has become a basic requirement.
Other products use a special language called XUpdate [49]. They include eXist [2,30], and dbXML [9]. The
XUpdate specification defines the syntax and semantics of the language [28]. It is designed to be used independently
of any kind of implementation. In the implementation, XUpdate is usually used with another language for retrieval
purposes.
The other strategy that is followed by most NXD products is to retrieve the XML document and then update using
XML Application Programming Interface (API). After update, the document is returned to the database. They include
TIMBER [21] and Berkeley dbXML [42]. This option is the most widely used option for XML update. However, the
main reason behind this is the current limitation of XML query languages for update purposes. In addition, having a
separate API for update is costly.
The last option for XML update in NXD is by embedding the update processes into XML language. This is the
latest development and the interest is growing. The first work that started the idea was [44], which embedded simple
update operations into XQuery and thus could be used for any NXD that supported this language. Since then, few
works use [44] as the template for their proposals [22,27]. Nonetheless, even with this proposal, there is a basic issue
that remains unresolved. We do not know how the update operations can affect the semantic correctness of the updated
XML documents.
2.1.3. XML update in XML enabled database (XEnDB)
In this paper, we focus on the XML update in another database family, XML-Enabled Database. This database is
developed using an established-DBMS with many XML-related features extension.
Unfortunately, there are not many works on XEnDB as XML storage. The reason behind this is that XEnDB
products have different data models and thus, the modeling and implementation will be different as well [5]. We
cannot find any work that discusses the update methodologies in this database family. Of course, there is some basic
update operation syntax in some of the product manuals. However, they cover only very primitive update operations
without considering the constraints of the data.
[37,39] discuss a different technique for retrieving XML TYPE data. Oracle 10g provides a different built-in
function to comply with the latest SQL/XML Standard [12,15,20]. However, it covers only a very limited update
operation and the update still has to utilize other built-in functions. For example, to update the text content of an XML
element, the user has to use text( ) function in XPath expressions. The discussion does not cover how to carry out safe
manipulation by checking the XML constraints.
DB2 [8] claims that the product can store the XML data as column and collection. For the update operation, they
have the DB2 Text Extender that, it is claimed, has the ability to carry out a full-text index update along with automatic
synchronization of the text index and the tables [7]. Unfortunately, there is no clear information on how the product
performs the synchronization or whether it really maintains the full constraints of the XML.
From the survey, we have found that there is no unified update technique for XEnDB. A standard technique for
update in XEnDB is needed, each for a different data model foundation such as Relational Model, Object-Oriented
Model, Nested Relational Model, etc.
2.2. Motivating example
We have discussed existing works on XML update and how they have not considered one important aspect in data
manipulation, which is the consistency of constraints. Now we can provide a motivating example that can show why
this is an important issue. We use the sample XML document in the following Fig. 2.
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is the process of adding a target into the database. Replacement is the process of exchanging a target in the database
with another one.
As an example of deletion, in Fig. 2 we want to delete a Faculty Name node “Science”. This is denoted with
rectangle A. The primitive operation will allow this process. However, if there is a constraint that a faculty must have
at least one name, as is shown on the schema, this deletion creates an invalid XML data. Without constraint checking,
we will end up with an XML document with violated cardinality constraint.
A classic example of the insertion problem is shown in Fig. 2 with rectangle B . It is noted on the schema that the
Office Reference in Staff refers to Office Number in Office node. We want to insert a reference node with content
“BG13,” which is not a valid office number. In primitive insertion, this process can be done and we end up with a node
that refers to an invalid node. For safe insertion, we need to check all target instances to ensure that the referred node
exists.
As an example of replacement, in Fig. 2 we want to replace the node Office Number into node Map Reference. This
is denoted with rectangle C. In primitive update, this process will be valid. However, it actually violates the original
schema. Now, an office does not have office number. On the other hand, it has another node type. In addition, it leaves
other nodes that refer to office number “BG11” with invalid destination. For safe replacement, we will have to check
the schema and all other references beforehand.
We have described three update operations that can be performed to XML documents and their consequences to
constraint violations. It is clear that we require new methodologies to accommodate safe update operations. Safe
update operations mean that the methodologies not only allow the update operations, but also allow the users to check
the conceptual constraints of the document. In the next section, we will show how the constraints are classified for
this work and how to represent them in the schema.
3. XML constraints: An overview
XML constraints are commonly categorized based on the relationship inside the XML document. They are associ-
ation, aggregation and inheritance relationship. Further discussions of the classification with an example can be found
in [34].
The constraints related to an association relationship are: number of participant type, referential integrity, car-
dinality, and adhesion. The constraints related to an aggregation relationship are: cardinality, adhesion, ordering,
homogeneity and share-ability. Finally, the constraints related to an inheritance relationship are: exclusive disjoint
constraint and the number of ancestor.
In the first impression, the XML constraint classification does not conform to the traditional XML constraints
classification. Therefore, to avoid misinterpretation of XML constraints, we need to clarify our XML constraints
classification in the first section.
3.1. XML semantic constraints
Similar to any other data structure, XML data contains many traditional constraints such as key constraint, inclusion
constraint, inverse constraint, type constraint, etc. [6]. These constraints are specifically applied to the tree nature of
XML data. In addition to these classical constraints, other constraints such as the path constraint are specifically
unique to XML data. [14] discusses the XML constraints from the tree-structure perspective.
In this paper, we do not focus on this type of constraint. Rather, we focus on the XML semantic constraints. These
constraints are user-defined constraints, which can be defined in the XML schema or in the XML instance. These
constraints define how a subset of XML data relates with other subset(s) of XML data.
Even though the constraints that are presented in this paper do not use the traditional XML constraint, the proposed
classification does not contradict the traditional XML constraints. The semantic constraints still have to conform to
the XML tree structure. For example, the association and aggregation relationship constraints (see Fig. 3) apply the
XML key constraint, referential constraint as well as path constraint.
This simple XML tree has a root node of type Faculty. This root node has many children nodes at level 1 of the
XML tree. It has a Faculty Name, many Office nodes and a Staff node. The last two nodes are complex elements and
thus, have more children at level 2 of the XML tree.
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This XML tree contains traditional XML constraints. Key constraint, which determines the element/attribute that
uniquely differentiates an element, is defined in FacultyName, OfficeNo and StaffID attribute. Path constraint deter-
mines the path of one node traversed from the root node. For example, the path to the key node of the first office is
FACULTY/OFFICE[1]/OFFICENO. Inverse constraint determines that every staff occupies office(s) and every office is
occupied by staff.
The way we capture these constraints is through the semantic relationship between nodes. XML tree subset A
shows an association relationship. A Staff has element Office_Reference (FACULTY/STAFF/OFFICE_REFERENCE),
which refers to an OfficeNo (FACULTY/OFFICE/OFFICENO). In another word, an OfficeNo is referred by an Of-
fice_Reference. This referential constraint in an association relationship captures many traditional tree constraints
such as path constraints, key constraint, reference constraint and inverse constraint.
Another example, XML tree subset B shows an aggregation relationship. An Office is a child node of a root node
Faculty and it has one and only one OfficeNo child. In other words, there is an inclusion constraint of the OfficeNo in
the Office node. This aggregation relationship captures many traditional tree constraints such as path constraints and
the inclusion constraint.
These two examples demonstrate how we capture different traditional XML tree constraints through a higher level
of classification, i.e. XML semantic constraints.
There are two reasons for classifying XML constraints based on the semantic. Firstly, the semantic constraints,
which are based on the object-oriented concept, have relationship types that are easy to understand and can easily
be used to describe user requirements. For example (see Fig. 3), rather than using paths to describe relations among
nodes Office, OfficeNo and OfficePhone (FACULTY/OFFICE/OFFICENO and FACULTY/OFFICE/OFFICEPHONE), we
can easily describe an Office as the aggregation of OfficeNo and OfficePhone.
Secondly, semantic classification is richer in terms of identifying many constraints that are not explicitly defined
in traditional XML constraints. For example, the exclusion disjoint constraint is a constraint that determines whether
a complex node can inherit properties to one or more complex nodes. This constraint is unique to the inheritance
relationship and without classification based on a semantic relationship; we can easily overlook this constraint.
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Now we have identified the constraints, we can propose a way of capturing them in the logical schema. Preservation
of XML Conceptual constraints cannot be separated from the storage of the data. In the last three years, we have been
working on the project of preserving the constraints in different data storage. As the result, in [34] we map the XML
constraints into ORDB schema and implement the data in various complex ORDB types. In [33] we identify the
constraints in XML Schema and implement it in NXD.
For XEnDB, the schema will be XML Schema with SQL/XML annotation. For illustration purposes, we use the
XML document shown in Fig. 4 for association and aggregation relationship constraints. We use XML document
shown in Fig. 5 for inheritance relationship constraints. We will not discuss mapping for each constraint because of
the lengthy discussion. In addition, this is only a part of this paper’s contribution. More of the transformation can be
found in [35].
The preservation of the association relationship constraint is very straightforward. In XML Schema, we can deter-
mine the “minoccurs” and “maxoccurs” after an element declaration. It is general practice that these constraints are
not used for attribute. A particular attribute will appear, at most, once in an object/instance.
Fig. 4. XML document tree Example 1.
Fig. 5. XML document tree Example 2.
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constraints as is shown below. Faculty also has to have one, and only one, ID. For an attribute, we do not use the same
cardinality constraints. Instead, we just employ “use” constraint to “required.”
<xs:element name = ’’Faculty’’>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name=’’FacName’’ type=’’xs:string’’
minoccurs=’’1’’ maxoccurs=’’1’’>
..................
<xs:attribute name=’’FacID’’ type=’’xs:string’’ use=’’required’’/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
Now, we have to transform the XML Schema into XEnDB Schema. First, we add the namespace that contains the
annotations. In this case, the namespace xdb is available at http://www.oracle.com/xdb. All elements with “maxoccurs”
larger than one will be implemented as collection in XEnDB. In the schema below, we define xdb:storeVarrayAsTable
equals to “true.” This global XML annotation tells the database to store all varray as nested tables. It can speed up the
queries on XML elements [39].
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=’’http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema’’
xmlns:xdb=’’http://www.oracle.com/xdb’’
xdb:storeVarrayAsTable=’’true’’>
When XEnDB maps the XML schema to tables, they will give default names to the tables and attributes. These
names are not easy to remember and they do not represent the content of the data. Therefore, we can specify the name
of the tables, types and attribute name. The schema below shows the element Faculty with the schema annotations.
<xs:element name=’’Faculty’’ xdb:defaultTable=’’FacultyTable’’>
<xs:complexType name=’’FacultyType’’ xdb:SQLType=’’XDB\_FacultyType’’>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name=’’FacID’’ type=’’xs:string’’ xdb:SQLName=’’FacID’’
xdb:SQLType=’’VARCHAR2’’/>
<xs:element name=’’FacName’’ type=’’xs:string’’ xdb:SQLName=’’FacName’’
xdb:SQLType=’’VARCHAR2’’/>...
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
Note that in a table, there is no difference between attribute and elements. Thus, we need to convert all XML attributes
into elements. It is necessary so we can embed constraints to it later on.
4. Proposed methodologies
In this section, we propose the update methodology for each relationship to capture the conceptual constraints.
The update can be classified into deletion, insertion and replacement. The target of the operations can be either an
attribute or an element. We provide algorithms that describe how we maintain different constraints. These algorithms
are generic steps that are applicable for any XEnDB products. Obviously, various XEnDB products will most likely
implement these steps differently.
4.1. Preserving association relationship
For an association relationship, we are concerned with the updates that involve attribute and elements that have
a role as KEY or KEYREF. Other constraints checking (adhesion and cardinality) will be only in the context of
KEY/KEYREF. The checking for adhesion and cardinality in non-KEY/KEYREF will be discussed in Section 4.2, since
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these constraints also exist in an aggregation relationship. For each of the operations, we can select three maintenance
operations, which are deletion, nullify and cascade.
In insertion, we need to check for KEY and KEYREF target. For key insertion, we have to ensure that there is no
duplication of unique values. For KEYREF insertion, we need to check whether the new KEYREF actually refers to an
existing key.
Algorithms 1 and 2 show the checking mechanism for target KEY and KEYREF respectively. Note that some of
the maintenance operations might not be practical. An example is the cascade strategy for KEYREF insertion. If
the referred key does not exist, we have to get the information before we can perform the KEYREF insertion. Such
information is not always available.
Next, deletion is the simplest update operation, especially if we want to delete an attribute or an element that
contains simple data. In this case, we do not need to perform the checking on the node values. However, if the target
also has roles as KEY/KEYREF, the checking on values is required. This is in order to maintain the referential integrity
constraint.
Algorithm 3 shows the deletion checking mechanism for key target. KEYREF node on the other hand can be treated
like simple data content. Before the deletion of a key can be performed, we need to check whether the target key
instance has KEYREF referred to it since we do not want to leave a dangling reference in the document. By having the
KEY/KEYREF information in the schema, the implementer can easily check which KEYREFS refer to a specific KEY.
Algorithm 3 shows the checking mechanism if the target is a KEY regardless of whether it is an attribute or an
element. We employ three possible maintenance strategies if the target is indeed a KEY and being refereed by other
Algorithm 2. Insertion update for KEYREF target.
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nodes. The deletion will be canceled if the strategy is restricted. Otherwise, the deletion will be performed after some
preliminary actions such as nullifying the KEYREF value for nullify strategy and deleting the keyref for the cascade
strategy.
The last update operation is the replacement. This operation can be seen as a combination of deletion and insertion.
Therefore, the previous algorithms can be used for the checking mechanism. The only concern is whether to use the
OLD or the NEW value during the checking. Algorithms 4 and 5 show the checking mechanism for KEY and KEYREF
target respectively.
4.2. Preserving aggregation relationship
In this section, we show the proposed methodologies to capture the document constraints associated with an ag-
gregation relationship. Notice that we can also encounter the KEY/KEYREF as a “part” component of a “whole”
component node. However, since the preservation of this constraint has been discussed in the previous section, we
will not repeat KEY/KEYREF “part” component in this section. Every time we discuss an attribute or an element, we
are not concerned with their functionality in the referential mechanism.
Finally, for an aggregation relationship constraint, we do not have a different strategy maintenance as we do for
the association relationship constraints. All operations that have violated the schema will be restricted. No nullify or
cascade options are available.
Algorithm 4. Replacement update for KEY target.
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Algorithm 6 shows the proposed checking method for the insertion operation. Algorithms 6-1 to 6-4 show in detail
the procedures for each constraint.
Algorithm 7 shows the proposed checking method for the deletion operation. Algorithms 7-1 and 7-2 show the de-
tail procedures for each constraint. We differentiate these into element and attribute, since the constraints are declared
differently.
Note that there is no checking required for homogeneity or ordering constraint. This is because these constraints
will not be affected by the deletion operation. As for the share-ability constraint, the deletion mechanism will follow
the checking mechanism in an association relationship. This is because in XML Schema we represent the shareable
element as a separate type and use the KEY/KEYREF mechanism.
Finally, unlike an association relationship, we do not need an additional algorithm for replacement update. This is
because violation of the schema occurs during replacement of the node with simple content. For example, the number
of attributes or elements will be the same and therefore the cardinality and adhesion constraints are not affected. The
position of the element will remain the same and therefore the ordering and homogeneity constraints are still met.
4.3. Preserving inheritance relationship
In this section, we show the proposed method for capturing the document constraints associated with an inheritance
relationship. In our transformation methodology, we preserve the exclusive disjoint constraint through a new class
type. We also associate the super-class and sub-class through the key of this new class.
Note that an inheritance relationship can only exist for the element. Therefore, no checking mechanism if the
update target is an attribute. Finally, similar to the association relationship constraint, we can apply three different
maintenance strategies, which are restrict, nullify and cascade for the inheritance relationship. This is because the
relationship between the super-type and sub-type keys resembles the KEY/KEYREF in the association relationship.
For insertion, we have to check the sub-class instance in order to avoid the choice constraint violation. On the other
hand, we do not have to check the insertion of a new super-class instance. Algorithm 8 shows the mechanism for
insertion update, which is applicable both for single and multiple inheritances.
In Algorithm 8, we have action only for restrict and nullify strategies. If there is choice constraint and the target
duplicates the super-type key, we have to stop the insertion for the restrict strategy or replace the new super-type key
value with NULL for the nullify strategy.
Algorithm 9 shows the mechanism for the deletion in an inheritance relationship. It can be applied both for single
and multiple inheritances. The difference lies in the target of the checking.
The checking is required if the deletion is conducted upon a super-class instance, where we have to check whether
there is any sub-class instance with the same key node. We are not concerned with the deletion of a sub-class instance
because the same key node might exist in another sub-class instance or in the super-class instance.
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Algorithm 9 shows the two maintenance strategies. For the restrict strategy, we cancel the deletion if the super-type
key exists in another element. For the cascade strategy, we have to delete all elements with the same key value before
we delete the target.
For the replacement operation, we have to check whether the replacement of a super-key instance is consistent in
different sub-type instances. Algorithm 10 shows the mechanism for replacement update, which is applicable both for
single and multiple inheritances. This algorithm is applicable for sub-class replacement.
Algorithm 11 shows the mechanism for the replacement update, which is applicable both for single and multiple
inheritances if the target is a super-class. It shows two maintenance strategies. For the restrict strategy, we cancel the
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Algorithm 8. Insertion update for sub-class in inheritance relationship.
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Algorithm 10. Replacement update for sub-class in inheritance relationship.
Algorithm 11. Replacement update for super-class in inheritance relationship.
deletion if the old super-type key exists in another element. For the cascade strategy, we have to replace the same key
value before we replace the target.
5. Evaluation
This section evaluates the impact of the proposed methodologies upon XML update. In this section, we propose a
formalization technique that can model the computational complexity in XML updates. This formal model is generic
and implementation-independent. The model compares the primitive update and the safe update processes. The safe
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tant to emphasize that the aim of the evaluation is for comparative study only and therefore, some simplification of
the processes is made.
The computational complexity is modeled using different parameter sizes, such as number of documents, size of
the target, the position of the target in the instance and the schema complexity. The size and position of the target
will be determined by using a simple metric in the XML tree. By alternating these parameters, we can see how the
checking mechanisms affect the XML update processes. The model is formed by three units/components: (i) instance
searching component (ii) CPU update processing component, and (iii) schema checking component.
Total_Unit = Inst_Search_Unit + Update_Unit + Schema_Search_Unit
=
m∑
i=1
(
n∑
j=0
Horizontal_Traversal_Path +
p∑
k=0
Vertical_Traversal_Path
)
xS
+
q∑
l=1
(NU)xU +
y∑
v=0
Schema_Traversal_PathxS
where i is the number of instance document to be searched, j is the number of horizontal traversal path in the
searched instances, k is the number of vertical traversal path in the searched instances, l is the number of instances to
be updated, NU is the number of element/node that will be updated in each instance and v is the number of traversal
paths in the schema during the constraint checking. Finally S and U represent the processing units for searching and
update respectively.
The first component models the resources needed to search for the location of the updated target. This component
also depends on the number of search paths. If the update spans over different XML document instances, the number
of paths in each document can be different. However, for simplification, in this section we assume the paths are all in
the same numbers. This can be justified since our aim is only to compare the primitive update with the safe updates.
The second element models the resources needed to update the target. It is dependent on the number of document
instances and the number of target nodes in each instance. In this section, we assume all instances that have update
targets actually have the same number of update target nodes. We also do not differentiate the update unit (U) for
different operations. This is because we will compare the same update operation for primitive and safe updates.
The third component models the resources needed to search the schema and find out all constraints associated with
the updated instance. This unit is also dependent on the number of search paths. The total number of the paths will be
dependent on the size of the schema.
For illustration purposes, we use the following XML document (see Fig. 6). Figure 6(a) shows the sample XML
schema and Fig. 6(b) shows the instance for this schema. This XML instance has root node ‘A.’ In the first level of
the XML tree, there are four child nodes and they are formed by three different element types. Children numbers 2
(a) Sample XML schema. (b) Sample XML document.
Fig. 6. Sample XML for performance evaluation.
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document.
If we want to update node c21 for example, Fig. 6(b) shows the search process for finding the target node. Following
the formal process model, we assume there is only one document instance with this type in the database and therefore
m equals to 1. The total horizontal traversal path (n) and vertical traversal path (p) are 2 and 3 respectively. Since the
number of target node is 1, the value of q also equals to 1.
If we have a constraint checking mechanism, we have to perform some traversal in the schema as well and this
process is shown in Fig. 6(a). To check all constraints in that schema, we have to traverse to 5 paths and this is the
value of y.
In the following sections, we will use the formal process model to compare the processes undertaken, and hence,
the computational complexity, for different update operations. In each operation type, we compare the processes of
updating various targets both by using our checking update methodologies and by using a primitive update.
5.1. Insertion evaluation
In association relationship structure, we have two cases: referencing and dereferencing insertion. For both cases
we will use the association relationship between element C and element D or their children nodes (see Fig. 7). We
assume that the update occurs in a single document instance. Therefore, the value of m in the formal model is 1.
In the referencing insertion, the user wants to insert new node(s) that happens to refer to another node in the
document. As example (see Fig. 7), we want to insert element D2 and its child d21. D2 value actually refers to a
certain value stored in the first child node of element C.
For primitive insertion, we do not need to check whether the insertion target has a valid reference. The process
of insertion incurs traversal process only to the end of the document and the actual insertion operation. For safe
update however, we need to check the values of all first child of element C. In this case, since the document has two
C elements, we need to check the value of c11 and c21. This process incurs additional traversal paths. Only if the
target reference exists, are we able to perform the insertion. Also, for safe insertion, there is an additional process for
checking the schema (see Fig. 6(a)). If the schema is more complex, there will be more traversal paths to be counted
during the constraint checking.
Following the formal model, in primitive insertion there are 3 horizontal paths and 1 horizontal path for the first
formal model component. For the second component, there are 2 nodes that are actually inserted. For primitive in-
sertion, these are the two processes that are needed since there is no schema checking required. Therefore, the total
process required following the formal model is 4S + 2U .
On the other hand, in safe insertion, there are 3 traversal paths both vertically and horizontally in each instance (see
Fig. 7). The number of nodes to be inserted remains 2 nodes. However, now we have to perform schema checking as
well. Following Fig. 14(a), there are 5 paths to be traversed during this schema checking. Therefore, the total process
required following the formal model is 11S + 2U .
For such a simple example, the searching process for safe insertion is almost three times that of primitive insertion.
To avoid this problem, we can implement an additional index in the schema. By adding schema, we do not have to
Fig. 7. Referencing insertion in a sample XML document.
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traverse the whole path in the schema to check all constraints. Say now we implement the index and the size of the
schema traversal path can be reduced to 20% of the current size. We call this safe update safe insertion indexed.
For this option, the first and second components of the formal model remain the same. However, the schema
checking component can be reduced into 1 path. Therefore, the total process required following the formal model is
7S + 2U .
From the formal model, we draw graphs that can depict the pattern of update complexity with the alternation
of parameters. The first parameter that can be altered is the number of documents (D), which is set from 1 to 20
documents. Next is the total search size or traversal path of the document. This parameter is set from 10 to 400. The
next parameter is the update size element, which shows the value of NU . This parameter is set from 1 to 100. The final
parameter is the number of paths in the schema that is set from 25 to 500.
The graphs in Fig. 8 show the total processing units for three different insertions. There are two assumptions.
First, the instance traversal path for safe update will be twice the instance traversal path for primitive update. This is
because in safe update, we have to perform instance checking. Second, we assume that one Update process unit (U)
is equivalent to five Search process units (S). This assumption is based on the experimentation of updating one node
and searching one node in the same location.
The graphs show that the process units, which represent the computational complexity, grow linearly with the
increase of document numbers (D). The process units will grow exponentially with the increase of the total instance
traversal paths, number of inserted targets and total schema traversal paths. Notice that by having constraint indexed
in the schema, the safe insertion process units can be reduced. To reduce the process units of safe update even more,
we can also index the instance document for the future work.
We summarize the rest of insertion comparison for different XML structures in Table 1. Safe insertion with index
can reduce the safe update process unit, especially for increasing schema complexity.
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Insertion performance comparisons for different parameters and constraints
D Instance trav. path NU Schema complexity
1 5 10 15 20 10 50 100 200 400 1 5 25 50 100 25 50 100 200 500
Dereferencing insertion
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 15 15 15 15
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 75 125 225 525
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 35 45 65 125
Aggregation insertion
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 15 15 15 15
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 75 125 225 525
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 35 45 65 125
Union inheritance sub-type insertion
Primitive 5 25 50 75 100 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 125 250 500 5 5 5 5 5
Safe 35 75 125 175 225 45 105 180 330 630 45 65 165 290 540 45 70 120 220 520
Safe indexed 15 55 105 155 205 25 85 160 310 610 25 45 145 270 520 25 30 40 60 120
Mutual exclusion inheritance sub-type insertion
Primitive 5 25 50 75 100 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 125 250 500 5 5 5 5 5
Safe 45 125 225 325 425 55 155 280 530 1030 55 75 175 300 550 55 80 130 230 530
Safe indexed 25 105 205 305 405 35 135 260 510 1010 35 55 155 280 530 35 40 50 70 130
Multiple inheritance insertion
Primitive 5 25 50 75 100 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 125 250 500 5 5 5 5 5
Safe 45 125 225 325 425 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 75 125 225 525
Safe indexed 25 105 205 305 405 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 35 45 65 125
5.2. Deletion evaluation
Unlike insertion, for deletion in an association relationship, we are concerned only with the deletion of referred
node(s), which we call dereferencing deletion. The deletion of a referencing node(s) will be treated like a deletion of
simple value node(s), such as in an aggregation relationship.
The example of dereferencing deletion is if we want to delete a C2 element and its children nodes (see Fig. 9),
including c21. We see that there is a node D2 that refers to c21. For schema checking, we use the same traversal paths
as in Fig. 13(a).
For primitive deletion, we do not need to check whether the target actually has referring node(s). The process of
deletion only incurs traversal process to the target location, in this case C2. The target C2 consists of 4 nodes, which
represents the NU component in our formal model. Assuming we want to delete C2 node in one document only, the
value of m is equal to 1. The horizontal traversal path is equal to 2 and the vertical traversal path is equal to 2. These
two values determine the values of n and p respectively.
Fig. 9. Dereferencing deletion in a sample XML document.
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For safe deletion, we need to check all nodes that have reference to node C and its elements. In primitive deletion,
there are 2 horizontal and vertical paths to search for each instance. Also, there are 4 nodes to be deleted (see Fig. 9).
Therefore, the total process unit for primitive deletion is 4S + 4U .
In safe deletion, we have to traverse 3 horizontal paths and 2 vertical for each instance traversal and 5 paths for
schema traversal. The number of deleted node is still 4 nodes. Therefore, the total processing units for safe deletion is
10S + 4U . Once we perform indexing in the schema, we can reduce the third processing unit and the total processing
unit is reduced to 6S + 4U .
The graphs in Fig. 10 show the total processing units for three different deletions. The assumptions still follow the
assumptions from the previous section.
The graphs’ tendency for the deletion operation is very similar to those of the insertion operation. The processing
units grow linearly with the increase in document number (D). They will grow exponentially with the increase of
the total instance traversal paths, number of deleted targets and total schema traversal paths. Notice, that by having
constraint indexed in the schema, the safe deletion processing unit can be reduced.
We summarize the rest of the comparison of different XML structures in Table 2. Safe Update with index can
reduce the safe update processes, especially for increasing schema complexity.
5.3. Replacement evaluation
In this section we compare the primitive and safe replacement processing units. There are two types of replacement
to maintain the constraints in association relationships and two types of replacement for constraints in inheritance
relationships. We show the graph comparison in Table 3.
Note that the trend of the replacement for each parameter change is very similar to the trends of previous update
operations. The use of index also reduces the safe replacement processing unit even though it will not reach down
close to the primitive replacement.
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Deletion performance comparisons for different parameters and constraints
D Instance trav. path NU Schema complexity
1 5 10 15 20 10 50 100 200 400 1 5 25 50 100 25 50 100 200 500
Aggregation deletion
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 35 135 260 510
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 95 245 470 1020
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 55 165 310 620
Inheritance sub-type deletion
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 75 150 275 500 15 35 135 260 510 15 35 135 260 510
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 150 275 500 925 50 70 170 295 545 50 95 245 470 1020
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 130 255 480 905 30 50 150 275 525 30 55 165 310 620
5.4. Scalability
It is inevitable that safe update will affect the performance of data manipulation. The computational complexity
model also shows this fact, even though it is not as bad as expected. However, with larger data and more constraints
to be dealt with, the performance and scalability might deteriorate.
Table 4 summarizes the scalability of the safe update for parameter changes up to 2500%. The value is the average
of three different update operations (insertion, deletion and replacement) in three different structures (association,
aggregation, inheritance).
From the tables, we can see that the poorest scalability issue occurs in the insertion operation for an inheritance
relationship. It is very reasonable since at the moment the super-type and sub-types in inheritance structures have to
be implemented as separate documents. Thus, for checking, we require more paths to traverse. Currently, there is no
solution to reduce this problem due to the poor representation of inheritance structures in any XML standard.
From the tables, we can also see that the scalability issue occurs if the variable parameters are instance traversal path
and schema complexity. To solve this problem, one current work proposes adopting some sort of index mechanism to
speed up the checking process. The index has to cater for the dynamic nature of the XML schema as well, since the
schema will most likely be dynamic in nature. Once the index has become too big, we can also introduce a filtering
mechanism that gives different levels of importance to all constraints. The constraints that have less importance, or
that will be less used, will receive the lowest index priority.
Table 3
Replacement performance comparisons for different parameters constraints
D Instance trav. path NU Schema complexity
1 5 10 15 20 10 50 100 200 400 1 5 25 50 100 25 50 100 200 500
Referencing replacement
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 15 15 15 15
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 75 125 225 525
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 35 45 65 125
Dereferencing replacement
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 35 135 260 510
Safe 60 200 375 550 725 60 180 330 630 1230 60 80 180 305 555 60 105 255 480 1030
Safe indexed 40 180 355 530 705 40 160 310 610 1210 40 60 160 285 535 40 65 175 320 630
Inheritance sub-type replacement
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 35 135 260 510
Safe 45 125 225 325 425 45 105 180 330 630 45 65 165 290 540 45 90 240 465 1015
Safe indexed 25 105 205 305 405 25 85 160 310 610 25 45 145 270 520 25 50 160 305 615
Inheritance super-type replacement
Primitive 15 75 150 225 300 15 55 105 205 405 15 35 135 260 510 15 35 135 260 510
Safe 50 150 275 400 525 50 130 230 430 830 50 70 170 295 545 50 95 245 470 1020
Safe indexed 30 130 255 380 505 30 110 210 410 810 30 50 150 275 525 30 55 165 310 620
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Safe update scalability comparisons
Parameter (increase 25x)
D Instance trav. path NU Schema complexity
Safe update: primitive update
Association 1.883 2.293 1.274 21.804
Aggregation 1.750 2.098 1.259 18.500
Inheritance 2.611 43.921 1.303 53.498
Safe update indexed: primitive update
Association 1.817 2.195 1.126 5.490
Aggregation 1.683 2.000 1.111 4.775
Inheritance 2.478 41.876 1.149 13.106
Parameter (increase 25x)
D Instance trav. path NU Schema complexity
Safe update: primitive update
Insertion 2.667 44.049 1.310 70.000
Deletion 1.750 2.004 1.259 2.000
Replacement 1.833 2.220 1.269 10.252
Safe update indexed: primitive update
Insertion 2.533 42.000 1.156 16.667
Deletion 1.683 1.915 1.111 1.216
Replacement 1.767 2.122 1.120 2.998
Using the index, we can reduce the traversal path number, both in instance level and in schema level. The second
part of both tables shows the comparison of safe update with index and primitive update processing units after we
implement index in the schema level. It can improve the scalability up to 500 per cent. By having index in the instance
level, we can improve the performance.
There will be other possible solutions to solve the performance issue. At the end of the day, we will not get
the performance of safe update to match the performance of primitive update. Data integrity will incur some costs.
However, further research will try to reduce this overhead.
6. Case study
We have proposed the methodologies to preserve XML constraints during the update. Different XEnDB products
will implement these methods differently. In this section, we implement our methods using Oracle, one of the XEnDB
products that are based on (Object)-Relational Model [36].
Oracle claims it has supported XML storage since its Oracle 8i version. However, not until Oracle 9i Release 2
has it supported the use of XML Type for the XML data. For this implementation, we use Oracle 10g Release 1. At
the time of writing, the vendor has launched the Oracle 10g Release 2. The proposed methods are implemented as
PL/SQL triggers. Inside these triggers we will use some built-in functions, specifically XML Type [39].
We use the case study Faculty and Staff documents as they are shown in Fig. 4 and the inheritance relationship
under Staff document is shown in Fig. 5. The first document is used for methodologies related to association and
aggregation relationships and the second document is used for the methodology related to inheritance relationship.
Before we implement the update methodologies, we create the tables to store the XML data. The tables will be
based on the schema that has captured all the XML conceptual constraints. Before we use the schema, we need to
register it in our database. Once it is registered, we can use all or part of the schema to create a table or a column.
Instead of having one table for the whole document, we create a separate table for each complex type. By doing
this, we can utilize more update facilities provided by Oracle. As one example, we cannot perform a subject insertion
if we store the XML data as a faculty document in a single table. Another example is that, if we store the XML as
a large tree, we cannot insert built-in constraints to elements in a low tree hierarchy. Once the storages are ready, we
can start to implement the update methodologies.
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Fig. 11. KEY/KEYREF creation using two mechanisms.
First is for the insertion operation in the association relationship. Algorithms 1 and 2 show generic methodologies
that should be followed by any XEnDB product. As in this implementation, all attributes and elements are imple-
mented equally as table attributes; we do not differentiate the implementation for these two algorithms.
Since Oracle 10g is based on an object-relational data model, we should be able to implement the insertion method-
ology (Algorithm 1) by using primary and foreign key mechanisms. The primary and foreign keys are the physical
representation of logical KEY/KEYREF in XML Schema. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, the KEY/KEYREF in
XEnDB Schema is not supported by Oracle 10g. When we map the schema into object-relational tables, the informa-
tion regarding the KEY and KEYREF is abandoned.
Fortunately, we can preserve the KEY/KEYREF constraints after the table is created by table alteration. However,
they are applicable only for the table attribute of simple data type (see Fig. 11(a)). We cannot add constraints to the
attribute of user defined type or array. A problem arises when we want to add the unique constraints to compos-
ite attributes. In the schema, we have element StaffResearch, which is derived from the relationship between Staff
and ResearchCentre elements. For this special case we need to use a trigger to enforce the unique constraints (see
Fig. 11(b)).
The unique constraint enables us to preserve the key semantic in the XML document. Now we cannot insert a
duplicate key VALUE in the database. Also, we cannot insert a KEYREF value if the intended KEY does not exist in
the first place. In this case, we follow the restrict maintenance strategy. Figure 12 shows how these invalid insertions
raised an error during execution.
Similar to insertion, we can control the deletion and replacement of KEY/KEYREF both by having the constraints
defined in the table and by using the trigger.
The checking of the other constraints such as cardinality, adhesion, ordering, etc., is a lot simpler. Oracle has
provided some built-in functions that check the document being updated with its schema.We just need to contain the
built-in function into a trigger and set it to fire every time we need it. In Fig. 13(a) we create triggers that will be fired
before we delete a data in Office table. Inside the triggers, we use the function schemaValidate( ). Note that, since in
a table we cannot delete an attribute, we have to use replace/update instead of delete. Figure 13(b) shows how the
trigger is executed.
These few samples show how we can maintain the XML constraints after update operations. The proposed method-
ologies can be implemented using user-defined functions or using an existing constraint mechanism provided by the
DBMS.
7. Conclusion and future work
XEnDB, which has emerged as a combination of traditional DBMS and Native XML Database, is a popular solution
for XML data repository. However, not many works have been done to research this database family. Our work
investigates the aspect of updating XML documents stored in XEnDB. The goal is to propose methodologies that
maintain the semantic of the documents after some update operations.
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(a) Aggregation deletion using trigger mechanism. (b) Aggregation deletion trigger checking.
Fig. 13. Deletion methodology implementation (aggregation relationship) and checking.
To achieve our target, we firstly identify different XML conceptual constraints. Then, we transform the conceptual
constraints into the logical model constraints. In this case, we elect to use SQL/XML Schema as the logical model
representation.
We use the schema to propose the generic update methodologies. We differentiate the methods based on the oper-
ation types: insertion, deletion and replacement. We also consider different updated targets and different maintenance
strategies. These generic methods are the basic functions that need to be followed by any XML storage regardless of
the underlying data model.
We have also implemented these generic methods by using one of the most widely-used XEnDBs, Oracle 10g. By
using the schema, we map complex elements into XML Type. Each XML Type is then mapped into separate tables.
We do not implement a whole document into one table for two reasons. First, we cannot embed many Oracle built-
in constraint mechanisms in a deep tree structure. Therefore, by keeping them separate, we avoid a high volume of
user-defined functions, which can be costly. Second, there is major limitation in data manipulation if they are stored
as an XML Type. Every time we want to manipulate a single element, we have to work on the whole document. It is
of course very costly and is at odds with the purpose of our work.
Once the data has been stored, we implement the update methodologies using Oracle built-in constraints and some
user-defined triggers written in PL/SQL. For some triggers, we need a duplicate table to enable the checking. This is
one shortcoming of this current work, since it is certainly costly to have duplicate values and duplicate operations.
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to tables that have a high frequency of updates.
Most of the constraints identified in the conceptual model can be captured using Oracle 10g. The only limitation
is that it does not differentiate an attribute from an element. Therefore, during the mapping process, we map the
attribute as an element with simple type. The built-in function that checks the XML instance with a registered schema
also simplifies many of the checking mechanisms. With some other products, a more user-defined function might be
needed.
We also evaluate the proposed update methodologies for safely updating XML documents. We use a formal tech-
nique that models the update processes. With this model, the evaluation is independent of the database model or
products.
It is obvious that the processing units of update with the proposed methodologies will be higher than those of
primitive update. This is because the new update methodologies are concerned with the consistency of the XML
constraints. Therefore, every time an update is performed, the system will check the XML schema and the XML
instance beforehand. If the operation does not violate the original constraints, then it can proceed. There are four
determining parameters for update processing units: the number of documents, the size of the update target, the
instance traversal path and the schema complexity. By alternating these parameters, we can analyse the pattern of
different update operations.
Despite our attempt to undertake a thorough research on safe update methodologies in XML-Enabled Database,
some issues have arisen from this work. These issues can be used as further research topics in XML data management.
Scalability of safe update is an important issue. Even though we propose to use an index to reduce the search
traversal path, in some XML relationships the scalability is still poor. Further work is necessary in this area. An-
other important further research area is the possibility of constraint changes. The current work covers only the static
constraints. Therefore, if there are some changes in the constraints, the users have to redo the mappings and redo
the implementation functions/triggers. Methodologies to capture the changes of schema can be proposed and these
methodologies can be used to automatically alter the mapping/transformation process and alter the implementation
functions/trigger.
As a final note, XML update with constraints checking is not desirable because of the considerably high cost.
However, due to the increased use of XML database, the need to have consistent data is inevitable. The constraint
preservation is a necessity, not simply an option. In addition, in some cases, the proposed update methodologies do
not significantly degrade the performance of update operations.
Our new update methodologies will derive significant benefit from continuous research on hardware and XML
storage options. This research will hopefully produce methodologies which reduce both search and update costs.
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